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Dairy
40 lb. blocks $1.5325 $1.5730 ($0.0405)

The cheese markets have softened due to ample 
supplies.  CME cheese continues to be priced well 
below the international markets. This suggests that 
cheese export interest should expand in the coming 
weeks, limiting the downside in prices.

Beef

Cattle slaughter could be slowed some due to the 
demand impacts from Hurricane Harvey.  This could 
temper the downside in the beef  markets in the near 
term.

Price        LstMonth                     Diff

50% Trimming $0.560 $0.876 ($0.316)
Price        LstMonth                      Diff

Poultry
Wing (Jumbo) $2.140 $2.080 $0.060
Chicken wing demand remains robust, which is 
supporting prices, and interest will seasonally expand 
in the coming weeks. Lower chicken breast markets are 
anticipated in Q4.

Price        LstMonth                      Diff

Point of  Sale Systems, or POS Systems for short, 
are created to help keep track of  everyday work 
flows and sales.  POS System have come a long 
way in the last 5 years, and have moved dramati-
cally away from the old legacy/traditional Systems.  
If  you have a POS System or are thinking about 
getting one, we have compiled a list of  the best 
POS features that you might not be able to live 

without.

POS Systems have 
revolutionized the 
restaurant industry, 
but as of  2015 it was 
reported by PMQ 
magazine that only 
half  of  pizzeria’s in 

US use a POS System.  They are computerized 
registers that simplify and maintain data on sales, 
labor, payroll, inventories, food/supply orders etc.  
Although POS Systems equate to a sizable cost, 
they have become a surprisingly simple tool that 
don’t require the technical skills needed in the 
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Getting the Right POS System
By Daniel Thor, Bellissimo Foods

past.
Data Sync: Being able to modify menu items, mark an item out of  stock, or change the layout of  the POS System 
during a dinner rush and have every device sync automatically letting your servers continue to work without 
skipping a beat is a must have feature.  Production continues as efficiently as possible despite any hiccups that 
might occur.  
Online Ordering/Delivery dispatch GPS: For a pizzeria offering delivery, this feature is a very handy addition.  
POS Systems allow online delivery and automatically figure out the best route for single or multiple stops while 
keeping track of  per stop, and per shift totals so drivers schedules can be quickly balanced.  
Complete Data: Todays best POS Systems track everything happening in your restaurant/pizzeria in one easy 
place.  From sales to inventory, staff  efficiency to customer purchase history and menu trending, having more 
data easily available at your fingertips can provide insight you never thought to look for.  
Customizable Creations: For pizzerias, building your own pizza is a popular restaurant choice, being able to add 
or subtract ingredients on the fly from an easily accessible button/folder, without having to input additional costs 
per item can speed up order taking and entry by up to 15%.  
Caller ID & Loyalty Programs – Customer Database: A must have for all POS Systems is a caller ID that maps 
the name and number of  the caller to the order the customer placed, while keeping track of  order history and 
preferences.  This service can be invaluable when tracking loyalty programs, or offering new promotions.  
If  you are thinking about changing your POS System, take your time and do your research.  There are amazing 
Systems out there and the competition between providers is leading to large jumps in market technology.  Ask 
your employees what they might want out of  a system, and always be cautious of  how many hours a provider has 
quoted for building your menu.  2-3 hours is generally not enough.  Ask for a max guarantee, and good luck!

By Peter Thor, President, Bellissimo Foods

Marketupdate
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INGREDIENT COST UPDATE
Key ingredient costs have been volatile during the summer, with red meats and cheese 
coming off  summer highs while chicken wings remain at a premium. The expected 
increase in supplies seems to be delayed by increases in exports across the protein 
complex.  Grains and oils are testing market lows and crops projections have been 
good; but that was before the recent hurricanes.  Dollar declining vs. Euro so import 
costs rising. 
Here are some specifics…………
.

Uncertainty for the future is one large factor influencing consumer behavior.  Restau-
rant visits are down 3-5%, especially in mid-market restaurants.  Consumer are saving 
more because they feel less certain about the future. Political uncertainty, international 
turmoil, and rising costs for other consumer expenses like housing and health care may 
be causing consumers to save when it comes to meals away from home. This conclu-
sion is supported by the fact that lunch is the meal occasion declining the most.  
According to the NPD Group research, 2016 lunch traffic was the lowest in 40 years.
In the broadest context, we do not believe that macro economy reports reflect the 
economic health of  many Americans. For example, where macro employment statis-
tics indicate “strong job growth” and a low unemployment rate, the detail reveals that 
most new jobs are in the modest paying service sector rather than higher paying indus-
trial, manufacturing, or similar jobs. Given the growth in services and hospitality, many 
of  the new jobs may also turn out to be seasonal or temporary. 

Other interesting details show the large gap between average and median incomes, and 
total jobs for men have not yet recovered from the recession, and are no longer 
included in unemployment statistics. The net result is that the macro appearance of  
employment health is overstated.  A fact supporting this conclusion is low wage 
growth, having been stagnant for years and showing no sign of  significant increase. 

From the perspective of  the restaurant operator, the NPD Group also reported that 
lunch meal costs may be a factor in the decline, as restaurants raise prices to cover 
higher costs.  A recent survey in Seattle found that restaurants raised prices 7-9% in 
response to the city raising the minimum wage. Rising costs facing operators include 
not just labor, but also related health care insurance premiums, rent, and food costs. 
According to the National Restaurant Association, only about 40% of  operators 
reported increased traffic in June, with the remainder declining. A similar number 
expect sales in six months to be lower, not higher. 

Perhaps expectations also reflect the huge price swings in basic ingredients during the 

INGREDIENT COST UPDATE

Key ingredient costs have been volatile 
during the summer, with red meats and 
cheese coming off  summer highs while 
chicken wings remain at a premium. The 
expected increase in supplies seems to be 
delayed by increases in exports across the 
protein complex.  Grains and oils are testing 
market lows and crops projections have been 
good; but that was before the recent hurri-
canes.  Dollar declining vs. Euro so import 
costs rising. 
Here are some specifics…

Pepperoni pricing expected to drop $.20/lb. in October due to lower input costs. 
Prices of  beef  and pork returning to pre-summer “normal” levels.  Solid year over 
year beef  production increases of  3% may keep a lid on price increases moving to 
the holidays. Gains in pork supply have been offset by aggressive export sales. 
Declines in beef  and pork consumption have been offset by gains in chicken. 

Chicken output is rising aand total production is 3% higher than 2016 and bird 
weights are increasing. Despite this, chicken wing prices continue to go higher based 
on demand.  Chicken wing prices set record highs for the month and set new all-time 
highs last week. Demand remains robust which is supporting prices, and demand will 
seasonally expand in coming weeks which may potentially push prices higher.

Prices of  other chicken parts may decline slightly with jumbo wings being the 
premium item.  Tenders continue to test lower and breast meat pricing is relatively 
flat.Breast and tenderloin prices remain about $.10/lb. below year-ago levels.
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Proud Distributor of 

Bellissimo Foods Cayenne Pepper Sauce stands up thick, rich and red.  
It brightens any dish, giving it that traditional cayenne pepper flavor 

without any burning.  Unlike other cayenne pepper sauce brands, 
Bellissimo Cayenne Pepper Sauce isn’t diluted with water and will 

keep its texture in any application; all while saving you money.  From 
pasta to po’ boys Bellissimo tops in taste.

BELLISSIMO HOT CAYENNE PEPPER SAUCE
HOLDS UP BETTER THAN THE 

LEADING BRAND!

Ask your local distributor for a sample today!

Compare it to any other cayenne pepper 
sauce, place each on a napkin, and see 
how Bellissimo holds with no water 
seperation.

BELLISSIMO FOODS
Tel: 800.813.2974
FX: 925-472-8709
www.bellissimofoods.com

ITEM SPOTLIGHT

Bellissimo Select Crispy Flyers are the 
perfect wing for any restaurant applica-
tion.  Our fully cooked wing prepares in 
minutes, and the marinated crunchy 
breading will add the taste and texture 
that your customers expect from a wing.  
These wings make an excellent appetizer, 

party plate or entree items, just don't forget the blue cheese or ranch.    

The Bellissimo Crispy Fliers can be cooked in a deep fryer, convection, 
or conventional oven, perfect for the upcoming Football Season!

BELLISSIMO CRISPY FLIERS

Getting the Right POS System - CONT.

past.

Data Sync: Being able to modify menu items, mark an item out of  
stock, or change the layout of  the POS System during a dinner rush 
and have every device sync automatically letting your servers 
continue to work without skipping a beat is a must have feature.  
Production continues as efficiently as possible despite any hiccups 
that might occur.  

Online Ordering/Delivery dispatch GPS: For a pizzeria offering 
delivery, this feature is a very handy addition.  POS Systems allow 
online delivery and automatically figure out the best route for single 
or multiple stops while keeping track of  per stop, and per shift totals 
so drivers schedules can be quickly balanced.  

Complete Data: Todays best POS Systems track everything 
happening in your restaurant/pizzeria in one easy place.  From sales 
to inventory, staff  efficiency to customer purchase history and menu 
trending, having more data easily available at your fingertips can 
provide insight you never thought to look for.  

Customizable Creations: For pizzerias, building your own pizza is 
a popular restaurant choice, being able to add or subtract ingredients 
on the fly from an easily accessible button/folder, without having to 
input additional costs per item can speed up order taking and entry 
by up to 15%.  

Caller ID & Loyalty Programs – Customer Database: A must 
have for all POS Systems is a caller ID that maps the name and 
number of  the caller to the order the customer placed, while keeping 
track of  order history and preferences.  This service can be invalu-
able when tracking loyalty programs, or offering new promotions.  

If  you are thinking about changing your POS System, take your time 
and do your research.  There are amazing Systems out there and the 
competition between providers is leading to large jumps in market 
technology.  Ask your employees what they might want out of  a 
system, and always be cautious of  how many hours a provider has 
quoted for building your menu.  2-3 hours is generally not enough.  
Ask for a max guarantee, and good luck!



Proud Distributor of 

CUSTOM PACKAGING
SMALL MINIMUMS

DRESSINGS AND SAUCES
OILS AND SHORTENINGS

847-257-8920
sales@cvoils.com
www.columbusvegoils.com

Grain prices have declined since July, but futures have moved 
off  seasonal lows. The USDA is expected to lower its Crop 
Production Report projections. Domestic demand strong but 
international is a question due to projected record South Ameri-
can crops and uncertain international demand. Durum wheat 
$.23/bushel lower than last week but still 50% higher than year 
ago.

The falling value of  the dollar versus the Euro will have an impact 
on both exports and imports.  Export demand for pork, beef, and 
dairy can be expected to increase as a result of  the dollar falling 
to $.84 versus the Euro. Conversely the cost of  imports may rise 
due to a combination of  lower dollar value and new import 
regulations imposed by the US government.

We hope that this information will help you stay informed, and 
more importantly to action opportunities presented by the trends. 
Please contact your local Bellissimo distributor to discuss options 
and opportunities. In future this information will be updated 
weekly in a new website maintained by Bellissimo for the indus-
try. Stay tuned for more information!
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Employee Spotlight

www.delcofoods.com

Comments & Questions
4850 West 78th Street . Indianapolis, IN 46268

toll free 800.536.1234 .
tel 317.876.1951 . fax 317.870.7803

Be sure to like us on Facebook & follow us on Twitter!

When asked to describe this month’s
featured employee all of the
responses used similar adjectives –
upbeat, positive, happy,
enthusiastic…  These words were all
used for Sales Representative, Joey
DeBonis.  For nearly two years, Joey
has been responsible for servicing the
East-Central Illinois and Western
Indiana territories.  Prior to his start
at Delco, Joey worked as Sales
Director at a specialty fitness and

bicycle retail store.  With a passion for cycling and customer
service, Joey outfitted like enthusiasts, ranging from beginners
to competitive riders.  Today, Joey shares that love of customer
service with Delco restaurants.

Joey’s enthusiasm has not gone unnoticed by his co-workers.
Regional Sales Manager, Mark Turner, explains, “It was easy
to see from the start that Joey would be a great fit for Delco.
His enthusiasm and willingness to jump in and help made it
obvious.  His positive attitude is infectious.”  Fellow Sales
Rep, John Groves, shares this sentiment.  “Joey has a great
attitude and willingness to help.  He fits perfectly with Delco’s
goals of customer service,” John says.  Customer Service
Rep, Luisa Stiggleman, sums it up with her words – “Joey is
the happiest, most upbeat person I have met.”

It’s not hard to believe when Joey says the best part of his job
is helping his customers in emergency situations.  He
understands that with even the best preparation, restaurants
can run into problems.  “I like to be the guy that people know
they can count on when they’re in a bind,” Joey says.  Joey’s
grandfather, a chemical salesman until the early 80’s, explained
the importance of customer service to him at an early age and
Joey says it has stuck with him ever since.

Joey has lived in the Champaign, IL area for the majority of
his life and attended the University of Illinois.  In his free
time, he enjoys cycling, fishing, shooting sports clay and
playing pool – which he does competitively.  When not
involved in his many hobbies, Joey can be found spending
time with friends and his large extended family.

When asked for his most memorable work experience, Joey
spoke of his training period where he learned the
responsibilities of the various departments and saw what goes
into delivering Delco products.  We are pleased that  Joey has
jumped into his part of the process by meeting and exceeding
his customers’ needs.

Joey’s favorite sayings:
“Early is on time, on time is late, & late is unacceptable.”

“Rome wasn’t built in a day.”
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